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DINNER WITH GUN WOUND

Johnson Oluwatobi, Oyo State, Nigeria

Tonight dinner comes with gun wound

And the poison of bullet, knife,

The vegetables were made of unripe flesh

Of my childish behavior .

The battle field is beneath my lower chambers ,

Where my mind wrestle with my soul ,

To set my feet on the sail of the profound

Where the head act without the Brain.

Tonight, I will raise my incense up,

And will echoes my voice to the mountain top like Paul,

"Who is gonna save me from Myself?"

When will the grace be sufficient?

I filled the gun with the bullet and a knife for my cloak,

Inorder to stab myself and to fire my wills

I set a fire on my heart lower joint,

To sing the song of gboom gboom gboom.

I rolls on my cradle bed,

As I wrecked my own ship through my own will,

Who will save me from Myself?

When will the grace be sufficient?.



ELEGY OF AN ORPHAN CHILD

Daniel Ayomide Akinfenwa, Ogun State, Nigeria

Kept in mournful confinement,

Crowned in abject dejectment

Tales of pain like an unwanted honey

To turn sour my endless journey.

Gone are those warm smile

Encompassed with enchanted beautiful hug

Life laying lifelessly ahead like a bed bug

Thorns of doom shooting sharp my skin for a while.

Moving forward to me is life unknown

Going backward is fire to own

Standing stagnant is sorrow to behold

As death stole them without getting old.

Death, when will thou die?

My best confidant they lie in a shallowless grave

Securing my better tomorrow daily they crave

Unprepared they are, as you took them to a permanent lie.

Lonely lies my days

In the company of pain and sorrow in hays

Tomorrow me, will it welcome with a plain pain

Then on their shallowless grave will I reign again.



WORDPLAY– [DON'T DO THAT]

Habeeb Olayiwola, Lagos State, Nigeria

Don't let us depart the path

That leads quickly to our destination

For this is the destined Nation

Our hearts cannot halt at heart

We wear it on our heads like a hat.

Don't let us make a slip while we are asleep

Because the floor can cause us a flaw

And our body will become a burden

When a part gets wounded and is being hooded

With the thread to make it not to trend.

Don't let being hot hurt thyself; for lethargics may later jinx you

Mess may rise from that which mesmerise(s)

When the expected outcome comes out oppositely

The next phase caprices to what has been faced;

A thorn, that gets you torn when you attempt to turn.

Don't ask for alms from that which causes harms

An armless human can luckily be harmless

For the arms to beg for and receive alms have been harmed

Unlike someone who hacks himself with the axe

When he loses the hands he looses to the wicked.



KILLING TWO BIRDS WITH ONE STONE

Hussani Abdulrahim, Kaduna State, Nigeria

I don't know how they did it

I don't know

but when the city cracked

and houses embraced flames

and flesh were kissed into dusts

they dragged a woman

from God's house

He did not help her

they gorged out her eyes

He did not help her

they trimmed out her tongue

He did not help her

they ripped out her heart

He did not help her

they pulled out her intestines

and a foetus that had gone home

before they could reach her

He did not help them.



MY MOTHER'S SOUP

Abioye Samuel Akorede, Kwara State, Nigeria

My mother's soup has many names that qualify it.

Sweet. Tasty. Salty. Hot & scolding—

It tells me that my peace in this house

Is the same as that of our living room calendar.

& I watch my body leaving here every time.

My mother. Sometimes, she tries to plant her hope in the size of my thoughts:

Perhaps oneday I will become something that could be placed on a table as meal.

& I will grow into something like that. A newspaper.

Holding every sweat of my body for the blind guests.

I will become something like that someday. A person.

That has all what it takes to take/save his own life.

But it will never be that easy,

Cos my ghost might not find somewhere named "stop."

Something will have to stop me. And after it did.

We shall turn over this calendar.

And that time, it will be a new year.

& My body will still thirst for the unknown.



NNENNA

Naphtali Festus Adda, Taraba State, Nigeria

Nnenna! Wait!

Let me plug my voice to the socket of your ears

Give me few minutes, just few minutes

and I'll show you how the blooming flower attracts a butterfly to kiss its petal in a sensual ritual

Nnenna

Your voice is like the sound of a fluid

Your smile is like a pool of colorful leaves,

Your radiant ray heats up my emotions with light

Nnenna

My heart wants to commune with your soul,

Grant me permission to unveil the mask covering your eyes

to see the love I'm bringing

Nnnena

Together, lets write the echo projected by your lullabies

with this pen that subscribes to love as a network



CONSPIRACY

Ogechi Veronica, Abia State, Nigeria

Last night, father spoke in parables ,he said:

If you must die fishing, die clinging to your fishing net

In this city, you either choose to play the slave or take charge of the territory

Wars are never wars, until you fight refuting death

Life is an abode on the laps of a woman

And death, a twin to her many sanctimonious worshippers

Here,I sit ruminating on these words, when in a trance,my soul is trapped

I see men in Agbada raising hands before the sun pleading heaven's rain

And glittery diamond shines in their eyes, blazing white

In a moment, see the transformation

Of how these men became terrors in homes where chants of "My people" rang

I saw another pledging to build a magical Nigeria of the fairy tales

Even the approbation, could rise dry bones

But all this, a piece of birthday cake

To the people, take a bite, grease your throats

After the party is done,no more for you, thirsty allies

Powers lit the lamp of a christened lad

Serving his Lordship buffets of smiles

After the solo dance, sing aloud of failures fanned from flavoured favours

See these men have done noble,sieving truths of its acrid taste

Do not talk nor let out a scream



Beer tickets for all mute men and ridden conscience

Cast ye,your votes, all of you, tomorrow the cabal announces the victory

This city bears no safe locket to hide my treasures

Treasures ripped off before my eyes, I stand transfixed without a voice.



SAVE THE UNDONE YEARS

Daniel Ayomide Akinfenwa, Ogun State, Nigeria

We danced to the tunes of the gentle hawk,

Whose face looks harmless during campaign

Whose voice vomits to us Paradise on earth

As they fed us with tales of billions manifesto

Promising to build us life filled with Harpy-ness.

Mr Poorly-teachers

Whose eye's lies abroad

And anus at home

Bless our tomorrow with Asuu strike

As they plant to us a deprived nation.

The saviour of the people,

On our lips they drop Good-mourning

Cause our face to run tap of salty water's

As their death traps road preyed on our beloved.

In same accord our Messiah lives

They slump in the warmth of their bed and solar light

We also, embraced the tattered mat of our great grandfather

As the mosquitoes injects us under candle light.

Ask the butterfly, where did it bury our fly



Ask our poorly-teachers what hope do we have for our unborn toddlers

Since they wine and dine with our future.

Save the undone years we cry

Save the days we are punished of our sweats

Save the beautiful moments with our loved one's,

Save Nigeria the crawling mother.



CONSPIRACY

Johnson Oluwatobi, Oyo State, Nigeria

The Angels are Working secretly to score some goals,

Which brought on us a neutral connotation ,

Our history is no more in black and white

But a sweet odour of flame and ashes.

We are scaravengers,

So we are feed with carrion spiced with oil money,

We are crowned with great leadass,

Who Raven on our future like a hungry vulture.

Since our palm were still soft,

We are told that we are the giant of AFreeCar,

And that black do shine like a star,

But our leaders were running anti clockwise.

The Angels have strike our future with a magical wand ,

And his face have turn to pale green ,

Conspiracy! Our Future have forsakes the guitar tones

And dances freely to the Sawooro ide.

We are back amidst the red sea,

Been led by Our leadass that cares for us



and that's why they got Angels as there errands,

The Angels that dress in the white green camo.

Now our grey hair could testify to our ruggedness,

As we join our hand in conspiracy to prey for our leadass

"May there days be long but cloned,

And pointless like the spear of Methuselah".

Glossaries

Sawooro ide: A ancient drum

Leadass: Lead Ass, leaders (Pun)

AFreeCar: Africa, A free car (Pun)

Scaravengers: Street sweeper that eat from Rubbish, Scar Avengers, (Pun)



[ HIDDEN IDENTITY ]

Abioye Samuel Akorede, Kwara State, Nigeria

Saviours are not far from here

—Their inscription is well planted on our tongues

Just as the day of Pentecost.

Our hope homes in their words

& Each offering of our sweat tells of

A baby full of bliss and humanity.

But, saviours here don't die on a cross. I mean no breath of selflessness.

Their restroom is next to the mouth of the seas that drown us.

We know they know their promises are songs of war

& Every word of peace in their mouth sets our houses on fire.

Our TV talked of how our soldiers lost their lives

In the shadowy ocean of our saviours' miracle.

We heard their feathers became too weak

& Their blood brought repentance for the rest of us.

Here. Our saviours don't die for our sins. We do.

Our blood is the currency we trade with death.

But they believe they do,

Cos every offering of blood here

Carries the signature of our saviours.



CONSPIRACY

Habeeb Olayiwola, Lagos State, Nigeria

Promises, deception, neglection, and corruption.

But our leaders have converted our inabilities

To pave way for their intriguing act of selfishness

When we are made the instruments to gain positions

And their claims become what we got vying for the sit.

Right turns left, and left becomes right.

How?

Because we are the native of the country

With fully constitutional right to be enjoyed.

Not to be written off, we right our trust for a good ride,

But we are left to neglection by the sailor.

We are good no more to have a place in his boat.

For he worn the mask of another,

And we couldn't see ourselves in him.

Standing sturdily behind us to gain what they want

Unreliable. Ludicrous.

But temptations and contrivances,

Are the weapons we are being conquered by.

When either of these is catapulted at us,

Our porous bodies tends to become captivated.



Blatantly, "unfaithfulness and conspiracy";

Had unintendedly led our leaders into piracy

For they robbed us when they knew their privacy

Would neither comply with the engaging policy

Which would make the future to be promising.

PS: The "good ride" and "sailor" are metonymy denoting "representative". While " we are good no
more to have a place in his boat" actually means "we are not good again to be considered in his
plans".



CONSPIRE

Makinde Ifeoluwa Optimistic, Oyo State, Nigeria

Come,

let's us make man our source of income

Vain promises our line of action

For the goal of this hope issa goal!

A hand does not lift a load

While a sand cannot be sold

So, together let's build the mansion

With passion and ultimate action

Me,You and I should shape this space

For this case is a game of Fame

Come let's speak Grace to this race

And name it COME-SPEAK-RACEÉ



[ PICTURE ]

Abioye Samuel Akorede, Kwara State, Nigeria

I think my soul is as breathless

As that of my shadow

Cos each time my heart sings

Of things that know hope,

My body becomes too rotten &

Dusty for my skeleton to house in.

[Maybe because I have become too dark to know light]

I heard our hands are debris of

What can brings us down each time

A body like mine finds joy breaking into its bones.

& Why can't we just love for this?

— to be a river of our own shore;

Feeding our dark heart with our own demons.

At least, a stain of victory would have been on our caption;

That we are the same men searching for a home of our own all alone.

It's just a picture.



[ A REFLECTION OF NOTHINGNESS ]

Olaniyi Ololade, Kwara State, Nigeria

Sometimes, this body became broken;

And got swayed by the winds of pleasure.

This body became smokes longing for a

Home like the sky - full of stars and gleaming things.

We longed for rose like it wouldn't fade,

We longed for gold like it wouldn't rust.

This body became a boy running after fleeting things;

Things like shadows that would flee in dark days.

This body knew not that life is a mirage -

A reflection of nothingness.



THE TRICKY SHADOW

Habeeb Olayiwola, Lagos State, Nigeria

When you walk in the broad day

And your shadow gives you the hopeless hope

Never to stop making you its companion

Even when you wander alone in hopelessness.

Where could the shadow had plied to?

That night you left your home to find your shadow

Because when you walk a bit and your shadow reflects

You get the hope you have found companion in yourself

But your shadow eloped with the darkness that night

Like when a fiancée betrays his fiance without no regret

Your shadow made getting out of way in solitude

Looked getting out of the way back to being pained,

When it couldn't be located near you at the needed time.

When you make other person's eye yours

You look at him, and yourself becomes the image

Formed in his eyes from within or many miles away, and

In your absence, he becomes you in shadow.

Trust, credibility, and politeness are my beliefs in him that:

I have two souls; one in me and the other in him

I left my shadow as my replica when I won't be around



For this shadow of mine cherishes me just like himself

But the shadow wore me a transparent dresses

For the clothes on me are so revealing to be wore

When in the backstage, he pulled out my eyes from his

Sliced them with the knife like when a bread is cut into slices

And I became the shadow in myself with no reflection.

For this shadow is a tamed animal

You become the prey when caught by the trap

And your existence holds a number of numbness and latency.

SHADOWED MIRAGE

Kolawole Samod Ayomide, Lagos State, Nigeria

To the sloppy glare of muse;

A laughter,

A reflection of the failing smile,

Uncovered by my fairing sense of imagination

Just on an isolated land,

They had been an isolated bird;

Who boycotts its nest–

Just with the thought of seeing its look alike

Oh! First time mother,

Fear not; it's just your looking glass self.



SHADOWS AND MIRAGES

Ogechi Veronica, Abia State, Nigeria

The world races on steamy smoky vapours

Yesterday, a boy was born with a thousand dreams

He bears on his body a million tales

Of how men chased winds,

Letting loose egos in search of vain citadels without walls

And the world smiled while we cried

Tomorrow holds dreams of men who wander in depths of encircling shadows

And fading hopes drawn on the surface of the gloomy sky

These men will die with lines of illusion

Of how common sense sapped their vigour

Of how craze, fashion and many craggy nets took them into depths too deep for coronated mad
men

Life is a haze, a heavy cloud venting its anger upon the earth

And when its gone, leaves no traces of its demons

And when I clothe the sky with faded colours of the rainbows

It runs to distant land where of my sight, there is no traces

This is how death mocks life and its pride

Mocking steady running of the hours

Tickling into days, months, years and then the fall

Without a drop in a chest to save the gain

And what is left of a pilgrim are memories displaced in trash cans



Glory and fame is a synonym for flowers

As you bloom, now hear thee

Sweet songs from the maidens from Bahamas

And when thy petals withers,

None,of your praise sings but of mockery,dance

Come , let me speak to your soul immortal words

When you erect high walls for things-mundane

Do not forget to remember,

Man and grass bears the same colours in different shade

And these shadows lends voice to history

SHADOWS

Stefn Sylvester Anyatonwu, Abia State Nigeria

When I was four in nightfall

I'd cry and run to mother when my shadow appears.

When I was fourteen, darkness scares me

But when light comes on, I run from my shadow.

I'm past twenty four and I fear shadows no more

Darkness is now a beautiful shade of black

Shadows are proof that there's a ray of hope

Smiling down on me, knocking off me every form of darkness

In what I know to be shadows,

I find a mirage of what I should and could become



WILL YOU STILL BE LOVING ME?

Brigitte Poirson, France

Will you still be loving me

When the only lines I can trace

Are those written on my face?

When my life gets printed on endless months

With no more periods?

If to my long gone son

I mutter words without rhyme or reason?

When I have been young for so long

That I find myself on youth leave forever

And my poetic licence has expired?

I daily wonder

If you will still be loving me

When I am no longer well-versed in joy

And only fear is on cue?

If my heart has turned inarticulate

And our verbal intercourse has ceased?

If a sudden thunder

Has torn my brain asunder,

So I can no longer understand the syntax of life,

No more parse the structure of days,

But only conjugate the last copula

Linking breath and death?

Will you?



AFRICA: A QUADRUPLE ACROSTIC

Brigitte Poirson, France

A frica’s F iery, R ational I nsanity C reates A fricA!

Fantabulous, a virgin whore, humanity’s better hal F,

Ravenously wielding mystically mystifying powe R,

Inseminating the aging world with her age-old geni I,

Chanting defiant dirges of dreary dearth in dire magi C,

A frica, F reakish, R iveting, I mmortal, C ures A fric A!



THE POEM I READ A DAY TO MY BIRTHDAY

Mesioye Affable Johnson, Nigeria

teach us to count our years like stones in the

scanty hands of a little boy that we might have

more knowledge about our emptiness

before a burning T.V.

I'm afraid what I'm adding to my age is years & not too much bees

I'm afraid this cake will open like a coffin & we'll still joyfully eat it,

I'm afraid some dates will still beat me into dripping emotions,

& I'm afraid not because my years on earth is now unearthed

by

a sincere reduction

an ambiguous uncertainty

or a corpse moving closer to my mouth by an inch

but because this will be an ode for someone dying soon.



SPACE

Mesioye Affable Johnson, Nigeria

the best time is the time you've spent.

tomorrow holds a razor on a hand &

a cup of honey on the other. your body

dangles in between like intercession.

this room

is sweet with my silence & a kind of sting

pushes me out of my body. outside the balcony

where eclipses sit to count embers running into me,

a bird perceived my nakedness

& flew to a tree branch to hang it. who are you

to question the wind viewing a wilting flower

through your body?



SENORITA

SamuEL Amazing Ayoade, Nigeria

Stay with me flagons, comfort me with apples: for I am sick of love – Song of Solomon 2:5

Senorita,

Whenever I try reaching for your heart I die

Life is an examination & me, a student in the school of
love

the only thing that fails me is courage

to make you realize I dyed my heart crimson for you

Senorita, like in fine art,

I drew a cross-hatched image of my heart in the shape of your face

Teacher asked to colour it velvet, but I chose the colour of cupid

I’d rather fail than faint your face into some painted caricature

I have died more than super Mario till there’s death no more.



GOBE

SamuEL Amazing Ayoade, Nigeria

(Of Societal decadence, of Realities turning fantasies, of Broken Realities, of shadows, of
immoralities)

*GOBE - Hausa word meaning 'Tomorrow'

I

& tomorrow we'll wake

to the scary realities of

our blood-sucking shadows

°

A boy stuck his mouth in his mother's honey gourd

She moaned in pleasure and asked him to spell god

He closed his eyes and like Oliver, she twisted for more

Her eyes sullen red and teeth (tit) turned so sour (sore)

°

& father said, a boy is innocent

he knows not how to draw god in the

figure of a woman, or draw his guns

into her crevices - the boy is a deceiver

II

Another father told an eight year old Ochanya,

'I am the bread of life and the butter'

He grinned his teeth and kissed her tits

Her eyes turned red and tits so sore

Until her dreams turned a broken reality



°

shadows are nurtured images of

our reckless pasts that copulate

our nights with breathing darkness

°

A convict sighed his last prayer

Into the listening ears of his aged mother

Blood gushed an omen (amen) from her ears

He said, 'I am the shadow you failed to show the path to light'

°

so, shadows are fragments of

nights moaning around our

lights, till it is morning.
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